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Abstract. Every organization has business processes, however, there are
numerous organizations in which execution logs of processes are not available.
Consequently, these organizations do not have the opportunity to exploit the
potential of execution logs for analyzing the performance of their processes. As
a first step towards facilitating these organizations, in this paper, we argue that
customer feedback is a valuable source of information that can provide
important insights about process performance. However, a key challenge to this
approach is that the feedback includes a significant amount of comments that are
not related to process performance. Therefore, utilizing the complete feedback
without omitting the irrelevant comments may generate misleading results. To
that end, firstly, we have generated a customer feedback corpus of 3356 com-
ments. Secondly, we have used two well-established BPM frameworks, Devil’s
Quadrangle and Business Process Redesign Implementation framework, to
manually classify the comments as relevant and irrelevant to process perfor-
mance. Finally, we have used five supervised learning techniques to evaluate the
effectiveness of the two frameworks for their ability to automatically identify
performance relevant comments. The results show that Devil’s Quadrangle is
more suitable framework than Business Process Redesign Implementation
framework.
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1 Introduction

Business processes are everywhere [1] and they are widely pronounced as the basic
unit of work for every organization [2, 3]. Recognizing the pivotal role of processes,
growing number of organizations are automating their processes [4] and utilizing their
execution logs for the performance analysis [5]. However, presently, there are
numerous organizations that are yet to automate their processes. Consequently, these
organizations cannot exploit the potential of execution logs for analysing processes’
performance.
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To facilitate these organizations, a possible alternate is to collect the customer
feedback about the business process under consideration, and use the collected feed-
back to gain insights about the process performance. Such an approach is particularly
useful for service-oriented companies, such as insurance companies and restaurants,
where customer satisfaction is of higher significance [6]. In addition to service-oriented
companies, the effective utilization of customer feedback has the potential to offer
manifold benefits to every organization [7]. These benefits include, but not limited to,
introducing new products or services, evaluating customer satisfaction, identifying
customer preferences, sustaining existing features and introducing new features [8, 9].
However, customer feedback includes the comments that are not related to process
performance. Hence, any insights obtained by processing the entire collection of
comments, that is, without segregating irrelevant comments, may be misleading. This
arises the question how to distinguish between performance relevant and irrelevant
comments? The answer to this question essentially requires a clear understanding of the
notion of performance in the context of business processes. To this end, in this paper
we have used two well-established BPM frameworks to evaluate the effectiveness of
the two frameworks for their ability to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant
comments. Specifically, we have made the following three main contributions:

– Feedback Corpus: We have generated a corpus of over 3356 comments by col-
lecting feedback from two sources, social media and survey.

– Benchmark Annotations: We have generated two datasets by manually annotating
each comment as relevant or irrelevant, using two different criteria. The criteria
stem from the constituents of two well-established conceptual frameworks: Devil’s
Quadrangle framework [10] and Business Process Redesign [11] framework.

– Suitability Evaluation: We have thoroughly evaluated the effectiveness of the two
frameworks, using the generated datasets as their proxies, for their abilities to
distinguish between relevant and irrelevant comments. For the evaluation, we have
performed experiments using five established supervised learning techniques to
automatically classify the comments in both datasets.

1.1 Problem Illustration

To illustrate the problem that all the comments in the customer feedback are not related
to process performance which may mislead process analysts; consider an excerpt
version of admission process of an institute. The process starts when an applicant
collects an application form. Each form has a unique ID that is used to track an
application throughout the admission cycle. The application form comprises of several
subsections including biography, academic background, experience and an entry test
slip. Each candidate is required to fill the form and deposit entry test fee. There are two
modes of fee payment, online payment and payment through bank. If a candidate
desires to pay through bank, he/she must use a part of the admission form as an invoice.
Once the payment is deposited, the completed form along with all the documents is
submitted to the institute.

Presently, neither any part of the admission process is automated nor the specifi-
cation of the process is documented in the form of a process model. However, for a
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better comprehension of the example, we have presented an excerpt of the admission
process model in Fig. 1.

Table 1 contains six example comments about the admission process to illustrate
the classification problem. From the table it can be observed that some of the comments
are about process performance whereas others are irrelevant to process performance. In
the rest of the paper, the former is referred to as relevant comments and the latter are
referred to as irrelevant comments. For instance, the comment ‘the application form
was so lengthy that it took me one hour to complete it’ is clearly about the time
consumed in completing the application form. Therefore, it is declared as a relevant
comment. Similarly, the comments about the ease of use, delays and longer queues are
also related to process performance. In contrast, the two comments, ‘the campus is very
far from my place’ and ‘my friend helped me to prepare for the test’ are not relevant to
process performance. Therefore, these comments are declared as irrelevant comments.

Consider that the institute’s administration is interested in knowing, how often
applicants talk negatively about admission process? Generating the answer to this
question requires classifying comments as positive or negative and then counting the
number of negative comments. However, if the complete set of comments are used,
without excluding irrelevant comments, misleading results may be generated. For
instance, the comment ‘I am happy that my friend helped me in test preparation’ is a
positive comment. However, from the process analysis perspective it is an irrelevant
comment that should not be counted in generating the answer to the posed question.
Similarly, ‘the campus is very far from my place’ is a negative comment but the

Fig. 1. An excerpt version of the admission process model.

Table 1. Example of relevant and irrelevant comments.

Example comments Relevance

1. The application form was so lengthy that it took me one hour to complete it Yes
2. The application portal was easy to use Yes
3. I had to wait for one hour to get access to computer when I went to campus
for applying

Yes

4. There were longer queues at the bank Yes
5. I am happy that my friend helped me in test preparation No
6. The campus is very far from my place No
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institute may not like to consider this comment due to its irrelevance with process
performance. Therefore, this comment should not be used in generating the answer of
the posed question. However, if the two comments are used in answering the question,
it may mislead the administration.

Based on the illustration it can be concluded that it is necessary to first identify the
comments that are related to process performance, before they can be used to gain
insights about process performance. Else, if the complete set of feedback is used, the
irrelevant comments may skew the results and mislead analysts. To address this
problem, in this paper, we aim to use two well established BPM frameworks for
identification of performance relevant comments.

2 The BPM Frameworks

Development of a comprehensive and adequately crisp criteria for the classification of
customer feedback is a challenging task, due to the involved intricacies. Our initial
attempt to invent classification criteria from scratch, resulted in a long list of heuristics
and their prolonged descriptions, which hindered the development of a common
understanding of the criteria. Therefore, we rely on two well-established and widely
used conceptual frameworks for the development of relevance criteria. The frameworks
are, Devil’s Quadrangle framework and Business Process Redesign Implementation
framework. The key reason for choosing these frameworks is their strong association
with business processes. That is, DQ framework describes the performance dimensions
that must be taken into consideration for analyzing process performance, whereas,
BPRI framework describes the elements that must be considered in improving the
design of a process. A brief overview of each frameworks is as follows:

Devil’s Quadrangle (DQ) Framework. The DQ framework is composed of four
dimensions that were introduced to evaluate the impact of each best practice on
business process [10]. The framework is widely pronounced as an ideal framework for
the performance analysis of a process [10, 11]. The four performance dimensions are,
time, cost, quality and flexibility. In the framework, time dimension refers to the
amount of time consumed or delayed in executing a process P. Cost refers to the effort,
resources or revenue consumed during the execution of P. Quality refers to the satis-
faction with the specification and execution of P, and flexibility refers to the ability of
process to respond to a change.

Business Process Redesign Implementation (BPRI) Framework. The framework was
developed with the intent to help process designers in delivering a design that is
superior than the existing design, by identifying the elements that should be considered
and relationships between these elements [11, 12]. Furthermore, the framework has
also been used to think and reason about the most important manifestations of redesign
[13]. It consists of seven elements, customers, products, business process (operation
and behavior view), participants, information, technology, and environment. Customer,
the first element of the framework, refers to the internal or external customers of the
process that benefit from the process. Product refers to the items or services generated
or consumed by the process. Business process refers to the set of activities as well as
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dependencies between activities. The element, participants in the framework, refers to
the individuals or roles that execute the activities. Information refers to the data pro-
duced or generated by the process. Technology refers to the methods or techniques
used in the process, and environment refers to the external conditions or surroundings
in which the process executes.

3 Customer Feedback Corpus

In this section, we outline the corpus generation procedure and the classification criteria
corresponding to each framework. Subsequently, the procedure for generating the two
datasets is presented.

3.1 Corpus Generation

For the study, we collected student feedback about the admission process of an aca-
demic institute. Every year, the institute receives several thousand applications for
admission to its various programs. The admission process starts with announcement of
the admissions schedule and ends with the announcement of admissions decisions. Due
to the space limitations, we only present key activities of the admission process. These
are, announce admissions, collect application form, complete application form, choose
preferred program, choose campus, submit application form, collect fee voucher, pay
fee through bank, verify academic record, generate entry test slip, appear in the
admission test, rank students, and announce admission decisions.

For this study, we collected student feedback from two sources, social media and a
survey. To collect student feedback from social media, we scrapped the Facebook page
of the institute to extract over 1000 student posts and comments on these posts. To
further extend the corpus, we conducted an unstructured survey with applicants. The
survey was composed of a brief introduction to the study, few open-ended questions
and a few example answers. We opted to use open-ended questions due to two reasons,
(a) to give respondents the complete freedom to share their feelings or experiences, and
(b) to avoid emphasizing any fragment of the process for feedback. The participants
were given three weeks to fill the survey with the freedom to save and updated their
comments.

At first, we compiled a corpus of 3510 comments from the two sources. However,
after omitting the incomplete comments, non-English, and trivial comments, the corpus
size was reduced to 3356. Subsequently, the corpus was pre-processed by correcting
the spellings and replacing the abbreviations with complete words. For spelling cor-
rection, we used a two-step semi-automated approach. In the first step, a python script
tokenized each comment and searched each token in WordNet (an online English
dictionary), to identify the tokens that were not available in the dictionary. In the
second step, a researcher reviewed each unverified token and corrected it. The corpus
generation procedure is presented below in Fig. 2.
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3.2 Generating Relevance Criteria

Once the feedback corpus was generated, the next step was to generate the benchmark
datasets by manually classifying the comments as relevant or irrelevant. However, as
discussed earlier, declaring a comment relevant or irrelevant is a challenging task due
to the involved intricacies. Hence, it is essential to develop a common understanding
about which type of comment should be declared as relevant and which type of
comment should be declared as irrelevant. To that end, we rely on two well-established
and widely used frameworks, as discussed in the preceding section. While both the
frameworks are widely pronounced as precious artifacts in their respective context [10–
14], the mere description of performance dimensions (in DQ framework) or key
constituents of process redesign (in BPRI framework) are not adequate for the clas-
sification of feedback. An accurate classification rather requires a scale, rule, or prin-
ciple for evaluating whether a given comment is relevant or irrelevant. For this study
we generated two separate criteria based on the two frameworks. An excerpt version of
each criteria is presented below in Tables 2 and 3.

For generating the first criteria, hereafter DQ criteria, we defined at least one
question corresponding to each performance dimensions of the DQ framework. Sim-
ilarly, for generating the second criteria, hereafter BPRI criteria, we included at least
one question corresponding to each element of the BPRI framework. While the
development of DQ criteria was a straightforward task the development of BPRI
criteria was found to be challenging. This was due to the peculiar nature of some
elements of the framework. For each such element, we defined a candidate question
and iteratively tweaked the question by improving its formulation and adding remarks

Fig. 2. Corpus generation procedure.

Table 2. An excerpt of the DQ criteria.

Relevance criteria Remarks

Is the comment related to robustness of the
process?

A comment related to delay, queue or
waiting time is relevant

Is the comment related to cost incurred by the
candidate for the process?

A comment about the characteristic of the
product is irrelevant

Is the comment related to quality of the
process?

Any feeling or suggestion about the
execution of the process is relevant

Is the comment related to flexibility of the
process?

Any suggestion about the changes in process
is relevant
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against the question. Each iteration was performed by two researchers and each tweak
was performed based on the assessment of the question on 10 relevant and 10 irrelevant
comments. Accordingly, we finalized a question corresponding to each element of the
framework. For instance, information is an element of the BPRI framework that cannot
be easily used for developing relevance criteria for process performance. As an out-
come of the two iterations, we developed the following question regarding this element.
Is the comment related to the manual use of the data generated or produced by an
activity? In addition to the question, an example comment was also added i.e. ‘So,
disappointing that the spellings of my name in the list were incorrect’.

3.3 Generating Datasets for Each Framework

Once the two criteria are defined, the next step in generating the benchmark datasets for
each framework is to use the criteria for manually classifying the 3356 comments in the
feedback corpus. For that, at first, we randomly collected 1000 comments from the
corpus and asked two researchers, R1 and R2, to independently classify all the collected
comments using the DQ criteria. Both the researchers are PhD candidates and they had
taken at least two courses on natural language processing and business process man-
agement. Furthermore, both the researchers are familiar with the concept of annotation
procedures, annotation guidelines and inter-annotator agreement. The results generated
by the two researchers were compared and their inter-annotator agreement was com-
puted. From the comparison it was observed that out of the 1000 comments, there were
895 agreements, 105 disagreements and a Kappa statistic of 0.762. The detailed
specifications are presented in the Table 4.

After three weeks, two researchers were asked to classify the same collection of
1000 comments using the BPRI criteria. The time gap between the two cycles was
maintained to ensure that the researchers cannot reuse the knowledge of applying the
DQ criteria [15]. Similar to the DQ criteria based classification, the two researchers
classified comments using the BPRI criteria, and their inter-annotator agreement was
computed. From the comparison of two annotated datasets it was observed that the use
of the BPRI criteria resulted in 778 agreements, 222 disagreements, and a Kappa
statistic of 0.49.

Table 3. An excerpt of the BPRI criteria.

Relevance criteria Irrelevance/Remarks

Is the comment or suggestion related to the
use of an object in an activity?

A comment on the object used in the activity.
For instance, the prospective quality was good

Is the comment or feeling related to the
technology used for performing an activity?

A comment on the technology used in an
activity is irrelevant

Is the comment related to the manual use of
the data generated/produced by an activity?

A comment related to the data/information
used/generated/produced during the activity

Is the comment related to the response or
behaviors of the participant?

A comment on the participant that has no
effect on the perform an activity

Is the related to the quality of service
delivered by third party or environment?

A comment related to the third part or the
environment
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We have the following observations from the application of BPRI and DQ criteria:

– Both the researchers expressed that the task of classifying comments using BPRI
criteria was harder than that of DQ criteria. It is because, the BPRI criteria involves
several intricacies which increases the cognitive effort required to apply the BPRI
criteria. For instance, the researchers found it hard to distinguish between the
comments about the technology from the comments related to the use of the
technology.

– The impact of the preceding observation can also be noted in the results. That is, the
number of agreements for DQ criteria are greater than BPRI criteria (895 > 778).
Similarly, the inter annotator agreement for DQ criteria is higher than BPRI criteria
(0.762 > 0.49).

Due to the higher inter-annotator agreement in the first cycle of using DQ criteria,
the remaining 2356 comments were classified by a single researcher. However, prior to
that, each disagreement was discussed by the two annotators and a common under-
standing of the criteria was developed. The dataset generated by this approach is
referred to as DQ dataset in the rest of the paper. In contrast to the DQ criteria, the inter
annotator agreement was low when BPRI criteria was used. Therefore, the remaining
2356 comments were classified by both researchers, and subsequently conflicts were
resolved by discussion and mutual consent. The dataset generated by this approach, is
referred to as BPRI dataset. Table 5 shows a confusion matrix of the two frameworks.

To gain further insights about the classified comments, we compared the classified
comments to reveal the following:

– The 2616 comments classified as relevant by using the DQ criteria includes a
significant share of the comments (998 out of 1033) that are declared relevant by the
BPRI criteria.

Table 4. Specification of the annotations.

DQ Framework BPR Framework

Total number of comments 3356 3356
Size of random sample size 1000 1000
Identical markings 895 778
Different markings 105 222
Kappa statistics 0.762 0.49
Remaining annotations 1 2

Table 5. Confusion matrix of two frameworks.

DQ framework
Relevant Irrelevant Total

BPRI Framework Relevant 998 35 1033
Irrelevant 1618 705 2323
Total 2616 740 3356
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– The 2323 comments classified as irrelevant by using the BPRI criteria includes a
significant share of the comments (705 out of 740) that are declared irrelevant by
the DQ criteria.

The two results represent that the relevant comments in the DQ dataset subsumes
the relevant comments in the BPRI dataset. Similarly, the irrelevant comments in the
BPRI dataset subsumes a significant percentage of the irrelevant comments in the DQ
dataset. More specifically, the first observation represents that the use of DQ criteria
enables identification of a large share of comments that are also declared as relevant by
BPRI framework. Furthermore, the DQ criteria enables identification of 1618 addi-
tional relevant comments that were declared as irrelevant by the BPRI framework. This
number is so large that it can skew the answer of virtually every question and may also
generate entirely different perception about the performance of the process.

4 Automatic Classification of Customer Feedback

We have performed experiments using two datasets and five supervised learning
techniques to evaluate the effectiveness of the two frameworks for distinguishing
between relevant and irrelevant comments. In case all the supervised techniques
achieve higher accuracy for one dataset, it conclusively represents that the framework
used for generating the dataset is more effective for classifying comments. It is because,
all five techniques rely on a set of feature values for learning and predicting the
relevance of a comment, and the presence of similar and non-conflicting feature values
results in boosting the effectiveness of supervised learning techniques and vice versa.
These similar or non-conflicting feature values represent that majority of the comments
in the dataset, that are placed in one class, have identical or similar feature values.

The following subsections provide an overview of the five supervised learning
techniques and our evaluation setup. Subsequently, we present a detailed analysis of
the results.

4.1 Supervised Learning Techniques

We have used five widely used supervised learning techniques for experimentation,
Logistic Regression (LR) [16], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [17], Decision Tree
(DT) [18], Random Forest (RF) [19] and K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [20].

Support Vector Machines (SVM). The basic idea behind the training process in SVM is
to find the hyperplane which optimally separates data points of different classes. The
optimal hyperplane is the one which yields maximum margin. Margin is the distance
between hyperplane and closest data point of other classes. In our domain two possible
classes of comments to be classified are relevant and irrelevant. Each comment to be
classified is denoted by document d. The SVM model is defined as

hw dð Þ ¼ f1 if wTd� 1 0 if wTd� � 1g
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Logistic Regression (LR). Logistic regression is one of the most widely used and
powerful algorithms for classification problems. In logistic regression, the selected
hypothesis function always predicts output values between 0 and 1.

0� hw wTd
� �� 1

The hypothesis function is represented by the sigmoid function as follows:

hw wTd
� � ¼ 1

ð1þ e�wTdÞ

Where hw wTdð Þ is the hypothesis function for logistic regression, parameterized by
w; and d is the input variable or feature which is in our case comment.

K Nearest Neighbor (KNN). KNN is an instance based classification technique where
comment is classified either relevant or irrelevant by comparing its similarity to the
comments in training data that are already labelled.

Each comment is treated as document. Let U is set of unlabeled documents and L is
set of labelled documents. A given document d 2 U, Let NNL

K (d) is set of top K
documents in L that are most similar to the input document d using some similarity
function. We label the document d as the label of K most similar documents to the
document d.

Decision Tree (DT). Decision tree is non-parametric classification methodology.
Decision tree model predicts the value of class for a given data point by learning the
decision rules inferred from labelled data set.

Random Forest (RF). Random Forest technique is used to overcome the problem of
being over fitted to the training data set in decision trees. Random Forest uses random
feature selection for individual decision tree development. Random forest also uses
bagging method. The trees in random forest are tested using out-of-bag sample and
predictions of these trees is either averaged or voted for final prediction calculation.

4.2 Experimentation

For the experimentation, we have used DQ and BPRI datasets. Recall, the DQ dataset
includes 2616 relevant comments and 740 irrelevant comments. In contrast to that,
BPRI dataset includes 740 relevant comments and 2323 irrelevant comments. Evalu-
ation is carried out using three widely used measures Precision, Recall and F1 score
[21]. Precision is the fraction of correctly classified comments among the classified
comments. Recall is the fraction of correctly classified comments among the comments
that should have been classified correctly. F1 score is the harmonic mean of Precision
and Recall.

As discussed above, we have performed experiments using five supervised learning
techniques. For the experiments we have used Scikit-learn library in Jupyter notebook.
The input to each technique is a set of numeric values called feature values. In our case,
for both the datasets, we have performed separate experiments using unigram, bigram
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and trigram feature matrices. Generating each feature matrix involves the following
steps (i) tokenize the dataset, (ii) preprocessing dataset by omitting stop words and
stemming each token using Stanford parser [22], (iii) generating a set (unique) of word
tokens of length N, called N grams (unigrams, bigrams or trigrams), and (iv) generating
feature matrix. In a matrix, columns represent the set of N grams generated from the
third step of the above procedure and rows represent the comments. A cell in the matrix
corresponding to Row J (say, RJ) and column K (say, CK) contains a binary score of 1
or 0. The value 1 in (RJ, CK) represents that the comment in RJ contains the word token
CK, whereas, the value 0 in (RJ, CK) represents that the comment in RJ does not contain
the word token CK.

For each experiment, we have used a training and testing ratio of 65:35. The results
are calculated by using 10-fold cross validation to rationalize the bias that may be
induced due to the choice of training and testing samples. The results presented in the
subsequent section are the average scores of the 10-fold cross validation. Additionally,
experiments are also performed by using all possible combinations of preprocessing,
removing punctuations, removing stop words and stemming, to choose the most
appropriate combination.

4.3 Results and Analysis

Table 6 summarizes the results of 10-fold cross validation for both datasets. From the
table it can be observed that for DQ dataset, LR technique achieved very high F1 score
(F1 = 0.95) using unigram feature matrix. Also, the precision and recall scores are
comparable with the F1 score (P = 0.93 and R = 0.96). From the table, it can also be
observed that RF achieved a very low F1 score using trigram feature matrix
(F1 = 0.56). In this case, the precision score is still higher (P = 0.96), however, the
Recall is very low (R = 0.39). These results represent that most of the comments
declared relevant by RF techniques are also relevant in the benchmark dataset. How-
ever, majority of the relevant comments in the gold standard are declared irrelevant by
RF technique.

For the BPRI dataset, overall LR and DT achieved a high F1 score (F1 = 0.77)
using unigram feature matrix. Also, both Precision and Recall scores are comparable,
i.e. for LR and DT techniques, P = 0.83 and 0.78, respectively; and R = 0.73 and 0.77,
respectively. Below, we present some key observations about the results.

Most Appropriate Feature. Figures 3 and 4 shows a comparison of N-gram feature
matrices (Unigram, Bigram and Trigram) in supervised learning techniques. From the
figures it can be observed that the unigram is the most appropriate feature for both
datasets. Furthermore, it can be observed from Fig. 3, all supervised learning tech-
niques are equally effective for Unigram (i.e. N = 1). However, as the value of N
increases the difference in performance becomes more visible. From Fig. 4 it can be
observed that all the techniques are not equally effectively for BPRI dataset. These
observations represent that the feature values in DQ dataset are similar and
non-conflicts, hence, more suitable for learning. In contrast, the feature values in BPRI
dataset are diverse and conflicting, hence, not suitable for learning.
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Performance Variation Across Datasets. Figures 5, 6 and 7 shows a comparison of
five techniques for the two datasets. From the figures it can be observed that using
unigram feature matrix (i.e. the most discriminating feature), the performance scores of
all the techniques for the DQ dataset are higher than BPRI datasets. Similar trends can
be observed for the bigram and trigram features. These higher performance scores of all
techniques and across all features represent that, the DQ dataset contains similar and
non-conflicting feature values. These results represent that the comments having
identical or similar feature values belong to the same class. In contrast, the BPRI
dataset contains diverse and conflicting feature values, representing that the dataset
includes several comments having similar feature values but they are placed in different
classes. These results, together with the expression of the researchers (that the use of
BPRI criteria for classifying comments is harder than DQ criteria), are abundantly
conclusive to declare that DQ framework is more effective than BPRI framework.

Table 6. Summary results of the experiments.

DQ dataset BPRI dataset
Feature Algorithm P R F1 P R F1

Unigram KNN 0.94 0.88 0.91 0.73 0.44 0.54
SVM 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.78 0.74 0.76
LR 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.83 0.73 0.77
RF 0.93 0.96 0.94 0.84 0.64 0.71
DT 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.78 0.77 0.77

Bigram KNN 0.79 0.97 0.87 0.75 0.15 0.24
SVM 0.95 0.74 0.83 0.8 0.62 0.69
LR 0.93 0.9 0.92 0.87 0.53 0.66
RF 0.94 0.77 0.84 0.87 0.51 0.65
DT 0.94 0.76 0.84 0.74 0.65 0.69

Trigram KNN 0.78 0.99 0.87 0.72 0.08 0.14
SVM 0.96 0.57 0.71 0.86 0.29 0.43
LR 0.78 0.99 0.87 0.91 0.21 0.34
RF 0.96 0.39 0.56 0.88 0.22 0.37
DT 0.96 0.43 0.59 0.78 0.37 0.49

Fig. 3. Feature selection for DQ dataset Fig. 4. Feature selection for BPRI dataset
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Variation Between Precision and Recall Across Dataset. Figure 8 shows the absolute
difference between Precision and Recall scores across the two datasets using unigram
feature matrix. The plotted values are computed by taking modulus of the difference
between Precision and Recall scores. From the figure it can be observed that for DQ
dataset the difference between Precision and Recall is very small compared to that of
BPRI dataset. These results further affirm the suitable of the DQ framework.

Fig. 5. Comparison of both frameworks
using unigram feature

Fig. 6. Comparison of both frameworks using
bigram feature

Fig. 7. Comparison of frameworks using trigram feature

Fig. 8. Difference between Precision and Recall.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we propose an alternate to the traditional process performance analysis
approaches that essentially requires the execution log or event log of the business
process, whose performance analysis is desired. Our proposed alternate involves col-
lecting and utilizing unstructured customer feedback and using it for the performance
analysis of a business process. However, a key challenge to such an approach is that,
the feedback includes several comments that are not related to process performance.
Therefore, utilizing the complete feedback may generate misleading results. This arises
the question, how to identify the comments that are related to process performance? To
answer this question, in this paper we have used two well-established BPM frameworks
to evaluate their suitable for identifying process performance related comments. The
frameworks are, Devils Quadrangle and Business Process Redesign Implementation.
For that, we have first generated a feedback corpus that includes 3356 comments.

Secondly, we have generated two criteria, based on the two frameworks, and used
them for manually classifying relevant and irrelevant comments. During the classifi-
cation it was observed the use of BPRI framework based criteria (BPRI criteria) is
harder than that of DQ framework based criteria (DQ Criteria). The impact of that can
also be observed in the results, that is, the number of agreements in applying the DQ
criteria are significantly more than BPRI criteria. An analysis of the two datasets
revealed that a large majority of the comments declared relevant by BPRI criteria are
also declared relevant by the DQ criteria. Furthermore, the use of DQ criteria leads to
identification of additional relevant comments, in addition to the relevant compared
identified by the BPRI criteria.

Thirdly, we have compared the effectiveness of the two frameworks by using the
two datasets generated in the preceding step. The results reveal that, (a) all five tech-
niques generate achieve higher accuracy for the DQ dataset as compared the BPRI
dataset, (b) unigram is the most discriminating feature for classification, (c) the absolute
difference between precision and recall for DQ dataset is negligible for all the tech-
niques, whereas the same difference is significant for the BPRI datasets.

The summarized results represent that DQ framework is more suitable because, it
not only identifies a large set of process performance related comments, but also
classifies the comments in the same class that has similar feature set. In contrast, the
cognitive effort required to use BPRI framework is higher due to intricacies in the
criteria and its use in supervised learning techniques also impedes the performance of
supervised learning techniques.

Given that all organizations have business processes, in this study we argue that
there is a need to engage the organizations that are yet to embrace BPM. For that, we
have taken an initial step towards proposing an innovative solution in which such
organizations can get a sense of their business process performance without going
through the complete BPM lifecycle. The solution involves, application of data ana-
lytics on the customer feedback to gain insights about the process performance. In the
future we plan to utilize the classified comments for business process redesign.
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